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Before we head to our home turf for our next conference, LOEX 2020
(May 7-9) in Ypsilanti, MI (e.g., the call for poster session proposals
from either students or library residents/fellows has been posted,
http://loexconference.org/poster-sessions/), let’s take one last look and
briefly review our most recent conference: LOEX 2019 in
Minneapolis, MN.
Minneapolis, as city and as a metro area, has really grown over the past
decade and LOEX was fortunate to be able to host a conference in such
a vibrant city. Our talented local committee of nine librarians was led
by conference co-chairs Jennifer Hootman (University of Kentucky;
formerly of Minitex) and Kristen Mastel & Kate Peterson (University
of Minnesota), who pointed the way to making sure that the over 400
librarians in attendance had a worthwhile experience. As always, we
were fortunate to have a strong group of over 110 presenters who conducted productive breakout sessions for LOEX attendees.
For this issue of the Quarterly, along with a summary report of the conference briefly covering a handful of breakout sessions and the plenary
by Sara Zettervall from Whole Person Librarianship, we also include
four full conference proceedings papers for an additional in-depth sample of what was presented.
Enjoy this Quarterly on some of the highlights of LOEX 2019, while
we prepare to build the best in library instruction in southeast Michigan
for LOEX 2020.

- What’s Inside LOEX 2019 Conference Report:
Minneapolis, MN
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Alec Sonsteby and Lisa Abrazo
alec.sonsteby@metrostate.edu,
lisa.abrazo@nhcc.edu
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Bringing Them up to Speed:
Teaching Scholarly Communication
to New Graduate Students
Christopher Chan
chancp@hkbu.edu.hk

Engaging Student Veterans as
Researchers: Libraries Initiating
Campus Collaborations
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Mark Lenker and Melissa Bowles-Terry
mark.lenker@unlv.edu,
melissa.bowles-terry@unlv.edu

Caring for Your Community of
Practice: Collective Responses to
Burnout
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Dianne N. Brown and Leo Settoducato
dianne_brown@gse.harvard.edu,
leo.settoducato@tufts.edu

Happy instructing,
Brad Sietz
Director

Librarians as Threshold Guides:
Blazing the Trail with Competencybased Micro-courses
Alexandra Stark and Sheila Stoeckel
alex.stark@wisc.edu, sheila.stoeckel@wisc.edu
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